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Toybag Guide To Waxplay
Two decades ago, this book (and its companion volume, The New Bottoming Book) began
teaching tens of thousands of people the joyous arts of BDSM topping and bottoming - not just
"how-to," but "why-to"... the insider details of emotional support and ethical interaction during
kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity of BDSM, and the blossoming of the Internet as
a source of information and connection, have created a whole new universe of possibilities for
players. Now, the completely updated revised New Topping Book gives even more insights
and ideas, updated for a new millennium, about how to be a successful, popular player!
"Easton and Hardy tackle the Top... and bring that elusive critter down neatly and with a certain
flair. This is good stuff, important stuff... an excellent guide to topping, both for the rank novice
and for the player who just wants words to put to all the thoughts and feelings that have
resisted categorization." - Laura Antoniou, Sandmutopian Guardian
For millennia, seekers have used physical and emotional extremes to achieve transcendence
and exaltation. Today, many BDSM and leather practitioners are discovering the potential of
SM practice to reach personal, interpersonal and spiritual goals. In Radical Ecstasy, bestselling
BDSM/sexuality authors Easton and Hardy document their own journeys into the transcendent
realm of kink. With their trademark frankness and humor, they share their own stories and
philosophies. They also share techniques that have worked for them - techniques which
combine tantric breathing, visualization and movement with a combined half-century of BDSM
experience - to create states of transcendence during solo and partnered sexual and BDSM
practice. As outrageously revolutionary as any sex book published in the last decade, Radical
Ecstasy sets the stage for the new millennium in BDSM and sacred-sex practices - a "must" for
any kink, tantra, pagan or sacred-sex practitioner. "Amazingly mindful exploration of that which
cannot be easily put into words... the ecstatic experience from sex to sadomasochism, from
trance to intuition to archetypes and spiritual awakening. Totally real and personal. Not a 'how
to' but a nurturing 'can do' book." - Fakir Musafar, father of the modern primitive movement.
"Progressive, deliciously honest, and HOT HOT HOT! Dossie and Janet ask difficult questions
about the nature of sex, intimacy and ecstasy, then they actually manage to answer the
questions, plus turn us on when they do. These two erotically gifted women have a way with
words - and sex. They raise the bar on erotic writing and sex education to new heights. I'm in
awe." - Annie Sprinkle, Ph.D., prostitute/porn star turned sex guru/sexologist "Fascinating,
heartfelt, honest, real stories of the heart/spirit/energy connection experienced in the
passionate rituals of intimate consensual power play. These two courageous women write
brilliantly of how erotic energies connect us with the big love we all seek from the source." Cleo Dubois, educator, ritualist, video producer/star
Sexually curious adults can learn how to enjoy bedroom bondage in an easy step-by-step
fashion while still being tasteful, playful, and authentic Rope bondage is not just about tying
someone up; it is an opportunity for sensuality, creativity, playfulness, connection, and passion.
Bondage artist and educator Lee Harrington takes you on a journey through easy step-by-step
ties and exercises for bringing you and your partner closer together through this beautiful art
form. The second book in the Shibari You Can Use series, More Shibari You Can Use picks up
where the first book left off, with all new ties in a playful, down-to-earth, and engaging voice.
But it's about more than the bondage. This time you also get a chance to connect more with
your partner through a variety of exercises that explore touch, dominance and submission,
intimacy, and trust. With beautifully shot images by RiggerJay, this guide offers intermediate
techniques for those ready for a challenge, broken down into clear directions for new and
experienced "riggers" alike. Find techniques for learning rope bondage negotiation, speed
restraint (Texas handcuffs and speed-release corsets), intricate confinement (the reverse box
tie and the woven head cage), beautiful erotic rope (from the Triskelion crotch rope to the floral
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chest harness), and much more. Are you ready to have fun? To deepen your connection with
your partner? To create beautiful artwork woven on the human form? To add some spice to
your erotic life? Now is your chance. Set aside your concerns about tying someone up, grab
this book and some rope, and learn passionate rope bondage for an intimate connection.
Adult babies, sassy schoolgirls, bratty teens - all hold an honored place in the erotic roleplaying
imagination of many adults. You'll learn how to express yourself through your ageplay role,
choose a level of play that feels safe yet exciting, negotiate to be sure your needs get met, and
find great props and equipment to inspire your play.
Three decades ago, this book and its companion volume "The New Topping Book" began
teaching tens of thousands of people the joyous arts of BDSM topping and bottoming - not just
"how-to," but "why-to"... the insider details of emotional support and ethical interaction during
kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity of BDSM, and the blossoming of the Internet as
a source of information and connection, have created a whole new universe of possibilities for
players. Now, the completely updated revised New Bottoming Book and New Topping Book
give even more insights and ideas, updated for a new millennium, about how to be a
successful, popular player! What the experts are saying "The only way I can think of to learn
more about bottming than Dossie Easton and Janet Hardy teach you in [The New Bottoming
Book] is to go out and bottom for yourself." - William A. Henkin, Ph.D., co-author, Consensual
Sadomasochism
From simple wood clothespins to a variety of metal and plastic devices, clamps offer infinite
possibilities for painful and pleasurable fun. Covers types of clamps, where tplace them, and
psychological issues, plus zippers, weights, nets and other advanced techniques. The Toybag
Guide series is a new concept from Greenery - sturdy little 4" x 6" quick reference guides you
can drop in your toybag for less than $10! Each of these books contains at least as much
information as you could get from a full day's workshop on the topic taught by one of the
leaders in the scene - people like Jay Wiseman, Janet Hardy, Midori and John Warren. We'll
be bringing out new ones every season. Start your collection now!
From the author of the underground classic, SM 101,comes essential information on how to
use ropes,and restraints to achieve comfortable, erotic,attractive bondage - for decoration, for
sensation,or for immobility. No complex knots or,hard-to-follow diagrams... just common sense,
easy,to use, flexible techniques, with a special,emphasis on safety and responsibility.
Illustrated,throughout.
Spirit of Desire features 33 profoundly personal and diverse stories sharing the revelations,
power, connections, and pathways explored in Sacred Kink. Some of the authors have been
on the road for decades, others for a very short time; some have spoken about their passions
before, while others are only now putting pen to page. Whether you are a traveler on the road
of sexual expression, a spiritual seeker on a quest for enlightenment, or a curious creature
wondering what this is all about, these personal journeys will take your breath away, leave you
hot and bothered, and have you pondering the nature of love. A collection of personal stories
for practitioners of spiritual kink.
The scratch of the match, the whiff of sulphur, the long moment of suspense as the candle tips,
and then the gasp at the almost-but-not-quite bearable moment when the wax meets the skin...
knowing that there's more to come. Heat and cold offer almost infinite possibilities for the
devious sensualist, and Spectrum, a scientist as well as a personal devotee of the art, has
spent many years studying the ways to make temperature play safe as well as, well, hot.

From gated communities to Heaven's Gate, the idea and practice of community in
America have not only declined but mutated. In the process, Americans' longing to be
connected to something greater than themselves has intensified. This longing, coupled
with an absence of genuine community alternatives, opens the way to counterfeit
claims by those promoting economic rather than social agendas. This book examines
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'counterfeit community' as it has become manifest throughout contemporary American
society-in housing, as it shapes our public spaces; in the workplace; in politics; in
religion; and most recently, in cyberspace.
Filled with more astonishing facts than most people could ever have imagined, the
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UNUSUAL SEX PRACTICES presents a unique guide to human
sexual expression, from the mildly kinky to the truly bizarre. From Acrophilia (being
sexually aroused by heights) to Zelophilia (being aroused by jealousy) via such arcane
pursuits as furtling, nasophilia and felching, the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UNUSUAL SEX
PRACTICES contains information sometimes repellent, sometimes stimulating - but
always absolutely fascinating.
A psychological treatise on mankind's attitudes towards pain, inflicting pain and causing
pain to others. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s
and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing
these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text
and artwork.
The highly regarded, comprehensive introduction ot,consensual SM - bondage, giving
and receiving,pain, role-playing, negotiation, finding partners,and more. Revised,
updated and expanded,including a new chapter on SM Organisations,sections on
knifeplay, lifestyle relationships, SM,pregnancy and more, and illustrations of
key,points.
"Three women, three Doms. One extraordinary night. Welcome to Dark Haven, and
may all of your darkest wishes come true..." MET HER MATCH (A HAWKEYE STORY)
by Sierra Cartwright Highly trained Mira Araceli can hold her own in the toughest parts
of the world, but not, it seems, against her secret crush, Torin Carter. She'd fallen for
her Hawkeye instructor years before, and to him, she'd been just another recruit; fresh,
green, idealistic. Torin, with his dark Irish good looks and fierce temper, doesn't want a
partner, any partner, and especially not Mira. But assignments are assignments, and he
takes his responsibilities seriously. So when the beautifully submissive Mira crawls into
his bedroom, a leather belt between her teeth, he calls on all his resolve to send her
away. Unsatisfied, Mira ups the stakes and finds another dom to play with at Dark
Haven. Beyond furious, Torin storms into Master Xavier's club and claims his rights to
dominate Mira. For the first time in her life, she's met her match. EDUCATING
EVANGELINE by Belinda McBride "This isn't what she came here for!" Pursued by a
group of mysterious hunters, Evangeline Jones was desperate for sanctuary when she
ducked into the doorway of Dark Haven. Instead of safety, she discovers a decadent,
sensual world that challenges her very outlook on life. Harte Sommers is charmed by
the little wolf with the pink streak in her ebony hair. As alpha of the Napa pack, he
sometimes feels that he's alone at the top. When he meets Eva, he knows he might not
be able to keep his wild little wolf at his side, but his heart tells him that his lonely days
might be at an end. SIMON SAYS: MINE by Cherise Sinclair With an empty nest and
divorce in hand, Rona decides it's time to explore the fantasies that nourished her
through a long, tedious marriage to a man whose idea of outrageous sex was leaving
the lights on. At the top of her fantasy list is touring Dark Haven, the BDSM club, but
she isn't prepared for the effect of a powerful Dom. When Master Simon takes control
and introduces her to toys and sensations she's never felt before, she realizes he could
fulfil every fantasy on her list all by himself. But she's vowed to never get trapped in a
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relationship again. One of the most popular Doms in Dark Haven, Master Simon has
had his fill of eager, shallow, young subs. Rona is older, intelligent, independent...and
sweetly submissive. After an evening of intense pleasure and despite her obvious
attraction, she refuses to see him again. He needs a way to change her mind. She's not
the first sub he's taken on a journey of exploration, but he's beginning to think she might
be the last. "Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic
language, and situations that some readers may find objectionable: Anal
play/intercourse, strong BDSM theme and elements to include exhibitionism and
voyeurism."
For those turned on to giving or receiving power, the hottest fantasies are often those
that are the least acceptable -- those that mirror historical oppression (Nazism,
plantation slavery), crime (incest, ageplay, rape), and other "unacceptable" behaviors.
Because these fantasies are deeply charged, they are among the riskiest and most
challenging to enact. Yet it is possible, and often very rewarding, to do so. In this guide,
Mollena Williams, a Black woman who enjoys roleplaying racism and slavery with the
right person, explains ways to safeguard these difficult scenes to ensure the emotional
and physical safety of all concerned. With sections on playing with sexual taboos like
age and rape, cultural taboos like race and identity, and physical taboos like scat play,
this is a thorough and responsible guide to BDSM's furthest regions.
The Ultimate Guide to Kink is the first major guide to BDSM in a generation—a bold and
sexy collection of essays that run the gamut from expert how-to tutorials to provocative
essays that delve into complex questions about desire, power, and pleasure. The book
brings together diverse voices from the kink community in an unprecedented way: each
chapter is written by a different sexuality/BDSM educator. Divided into two sections, the
first section features thorough, thoughtful pieces—on everything from flogging to
bondage—packed with techniques and beautifully illustrated with original images from
artist Katie Diamond. The second section is dedicated to role-playing fantasies and
personal manifestos. From age play to masochism, these chapters cover some of the
edgiest, most taboo and controversial elements of kink in depth. The Ultimate Guide to
Kink features the expertise of renowned educators writing passionately on their favorite
subjects, including Patrick Califia, Midori, Laura Antoniou, Barbara Carrellas, Lee
Harrington, Jack Rinella, Lolita Wolf, Madison Young, Hardy Haberman, Felice Shays,
Ignacio Rivera, Sarah Sloane, Mollena Williams, FifthAngel, and Edge. It will educate,
inspire, and challenge both newcomers to the world of kink and experienced BDSM
players.
A step-by-step guide that clearly illustrates how to turn great knots into great bondage.
When Two Knotty boys, Dan and JD, began teaching rope bondage together they
discovered that people learn best when they are shown close up how to tie knots and
combine them with bondage techniques. They replicate this learning process with over
750 photos by acclaimed fetish photographer Ken Marcus and a wealth of captions,
delivered in a lighthearted style, offering the world of safe BDSM to a new, curious
audience.
The Toybag Guide to Hot Wax and Temperature PlayGreenery Press (CA)
This entertaining, photo-illustrated book teaches 37 step-by-step techniques for tying sensual
and beautiful rope bondage. Two Knotty Boys Showing You The Ropes is designed for fun,
easy, hands-on practice with more than 750 photographs and captions, tied and written by the
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world-acclaimed bondage experts the Two Knotty Boys.
In this lively ethnography, Weiss studies the pansexual BDSM community in the San Francisco
Bay Area. Weiss finds that BDSM practice is not as transgressive as the participants imagine,
nor is it simply reinforcing of older forms of social domination. Instead she shows how fantasy
play depends on pre-existing social hierarchies, even as it also participates in a
commodification of desires.
The leading expert on BDSM safety has compiled this essential quick reference guide to the
minor and major emergencies that can take place during play - everything from a scrape or a
bruise to a freakout or fire, plus important information on setting up a useful and cost-effective
first aid kit and other emergency supplies. No responsible player should be without this
important guide.
About the series...Shibari is the Japanese-inspired art of tying a subject to not only immobilize
them, but to do so elegantly and beautifully - creating an intimate and erotic experience for
both the subject and the person tying.Adopted by rope enthusiasts all over the world, shibari
(literally "to tie” or "to bind”) is a cornerstone of erotic rope art and the subject of captivating
performances and photographs. However, in-depth resources for learning the art are difficult to
obtain, making shibari intimidating, obscure and difficult to master...Until now.The Complete
Shibari series is the most complete and accessible English-language guide to shibari ever
published. Author Douglas Kent strips away shibari's mystery and reveals how to create
visually stunning compositions with rope and the human form... in your own home or play
space.About Complete Shibari: LandComplete Shibari Volume 1: Land explores the essential
ground-based ties and forms of shibari. With short, clear explanations and over 450 lavish,
step-by-step illustrations and photographs, Douglas Kent introduces the basic "building
blocks”, then guides you in applying those basics to create a full range of beautiful and exciting
ground-based shibari ties.This is not a "knot book” - if you can tie an overhand knot, you
already know half the knots you'll ever need. This practical, hands-on guide to doing shibari
covers everything from choosing and preparing rope, to scene safety, to the techniques... and
the reasoning behind the techniques. Complete Shibari Volume 1: Land is a ground-breaking,
must-have book for anyone interested in playing with rope. Buy it today and tie tonight!
In The Dominance Playbook, kink educator and lifelong power exchange fanatic Anton Fulmen
builds on the fundamentals he established in The Heart of Dominance to explore beyond the
basics of dominance and submission in both scenes and relationships. The Playbook includes
inspiration and practical advice for a wide range of power exchange practices: administering
effective punishments, providing useful service, navigating the delicate territory of sexual
objectification, and other fulfilling but sometimes tricky areas of kink. You'll find invaluable
guidance for creating an intense evening of power exchange play, and also for weaving power
exchange into the fabric of a long term relationship - in ways that are exciting, fulfilling and
sustainable for everyone.
What's so sexy about not having sex? Everything, says Mistress Simone - when chastity is
enforced by a hot dominant and backed by the right attitude and equipment.In The Toybag
Guide to Chastity Play, longtime dominant Mistress Simone explains how to keep your male or
female submissive eager to attend to your every desire - simply by holding the key to their
sexual release. Whether your will is imposed by a simple agreement, or backed by an
impressive chastity device, you'll discover - as many kinksters have - that controlling your
submissive's sexuality opens the door to other types of control as well.Chapters include "The
Psychology of Chastity,” "The Realities of Chastity,” "Integrating Chastity Into Your BDSM
Play,” and "Devices,” as well as a glossary and an extensive resource guide.The Toybag
Guide to Chastity Play is the latest in Greenery's Toybag Guide series. These sturdy 4” x 6”
single-topic reference guides, with a suggested retail price of $9.95 each, are priced and sized
for impulse purchase and sold with their own countertop display, which is free with the
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purchase of any twenty Toybag Guides.
Woman Cancer Sex, Second Edition, is an accessible and comprehensive resource for women
living with and surviving cancer as they navigate specific challenges related to sex and
sexuality. Women who have survived cancer remain sexual beings despite the challenges of
cancer treatment, and they often have nowhere to go with their questions and concerns. This
text interweaves stories from clinical practice with evidence-based tips and interventions for a
range of physical and emotional side effects resulting from cancer and its treatment. Each
chapter describes the experience of a woman with a particular kind of cancer and a variety of
related problems, including loss of libido, physical pain, body image issues, depression, and
struggles communicating with a partner and health care providers. Written by a leading voice in
the field of cancer and sexuality, this book offers essential guidance surrounding questions
about sexual health for women diagnosed with cancer. It will also be of use to health care
providers including social workers and sex and couple therapists.
Buy the bundle and save on volumes 1 - 3 of FemDom Perspectives!Over 30 erotic vignettes
make up this compilation of three volumes of FemDom delights, making it the perfect collection
to light your fire or tease your unsuspecting submissive until he's down on his knees and
begging for more...Here's only a few of the tales you'll find within its pages... Sadistic - savoring
the delight of tormenting men The Keyholder - male chastity play Cuckolded - dabbling in the
world of cuckolding The Earnest Sadist - she takes delight in causing pain Exploiting His Shoe
Fetish - her shoe collection grows Tease & Deny - taking charge through bondage Secrets leather fetish seductress Lace Me Up Tight! - corset fetish fun Undeniable - bondage give and
take Electro Cuck - cuckolding and chastity take a shocking turn Hooded Foreplay - sensory
deprivation & leather fetish Becoming His Cuckoldress - dominant, naughty foreplay Jessie's
Girl - leather fetish seductress Alessia's Throne - worshipping goddess from underneath Under
Her Feet - boot worship & foot fetish submission Nipple Torture - fun with clamps! Her Dark
Side - sweet sadomasochism C**k Tease - the ultimate tease & denial Please note that this
collection contains the previous KinkyWriter books FemDom Perspectives, vol. 1 - 3.If you're
ready to savor the kinky foreplay that this vast tomb of FemDom vignettes has to offer, then
know that BDSM salvation is only a click away...
All kinds of people are secretly (or not so secretly) fascinated by the erotic possibilities of
hypnosis. Many of us know that hypnosis doesn't really have the kind of mind-melting power
we see in movies. Still, we can't help but get turned on at the thought of either controlling
someone, or being controlled by someone, into doing things we've been told we shouldn't do ...
but really, inside, kind of want to. In this book, Mark Wiseman (Wiseguy) will teach you how to
put your partner into a hypnotic trance safely and effectively. Then the fun begins as you learn
how to: Create or intensify arousal and desire Turn their entire body into an erogenous zone
eager for your touch Get kinky with hypnotic bondage, flogging, or tickling Give them intense
pleasure using his Five-Point Palm Exploding Orgasm technique and more! Whether you are
new to hypnosis or have already learned the basics, Mind Play will give you the tools you need
to become a skilled, responsible erotic hypnotist. This 2017 edition has been updated to reflect
changes in community standards and resources.
This manual includes worked-out solutions to every odd-numbered exercise in Single Variable
Calculus, 7e (Chapters 1-11 of Calculus, 7e). Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
If you have been told that you need to lose weight to get pregnant, you're probably feeling
pretty crap right now. Your mind is going a million miles a minute: - frantically searching for
another way to try and lose weight, - feeling so guilty that you could have let yourself get to this
point, - swallowed by the utter sadness that you can't do the one thing in the world that you
want most, to get pregnant. You are in the right place, my friend. In this book, Nicola breaks
down the stigma that surrounds people who want to get pregnant in fat bodies. In a mix of
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personal experience, supportive advice and real research, she: - dives deep into what it means
to get pregnant in a fat body, - offers tools to support you throughout the journey - and guides
you through the twists and turns you may experience as you navigate infertility in a bigger
body. Nicola Salmon is a fat-positive and feminist fertility coach. She advocates for change in
how fat women are treated on their fertility journey and supports fat women who are struggling
to get pregnant to find peace with their body, find their own version of health and finally escape
the yo-yo dieting cycle.
Kinksters often have to depend on erotica and porn to learn what kink looks and feels like, but
unfortunately that can create a lot of myths, misunderstandings, and accidental mistakes.
BDSM is focused on activities, but just going through the motions won't guarantee you'll have a
happy, healthy experience.It can take years (and plenty of bad scenes) to help you learn
exactly what you enjoy and why. But it doesn't have to if you spend time reflecting on your
needs and limits ahead of time. In this workbook, Princess Kali will teach you how to have the
most authentic and fulfilling kink experience possible. Over the last two decades in the kink
scene, Kali has developed a straightforward method for discovering your most authentic kinky
self.Journaling can be a great way to understand yourself. By putting your thoughts down on
paper, it can be easier to self-reflect and examine insights more clearly.Exploring kink is a
deeply personal experience; this workbook will help you have sexier, safer, more informed
adventures. Inside you'll find:Personal evaluationSpace to write out fantasies and plans for
future scenesOver 100 thought-provoking questionsExtensive activity and interest listAftercare
plan and trigger planSafewords and other verbal shortcutsCreating rituals and
protocolsNegotiation formVerbal vocabulary listKinky wish listAnd so much more!
It's socially acceptable to spend a day watching sports or sitcoms, but it's shameful and
embarrassing to admit to the same about erotic media. Why is it that sex is so often deemed
"inappropriate" and considered something we must keep private or even ignore? Our culture is
afraid of sex. We feel the need to label what is normal and what isn't, and as a result, we live in
a relational and sexually unhealthy culture. In reality, far more harm is caused by labeling
sexual expression as "obscene" than by celebrating it. In Sex Outside the Lines: Authentic
Sexuality in a Sexually Dysfunctional Culture, Chris Donaghue, PhD, explores and challenges
the negative ideals that have warped society's view of sex. Sex Outside the Lines is not a
dogmatic rule book, but a valuable guide to help you on your journey to sexual self-discovery
and, most important, self-acceptance. Donaghue encourages you to not only explore your
capacity for pleasure, but to be proud of it and to take a look at how you could be living. In his
years of training in sex and couples therapy, Donaghue has developed highly successful
methods for freeing clients from sexual hang-ups, enabling them to let go of shame and
embarrassment. The goal isn't to be "normal"—there is no such thing. Donaghue pulls apart
cultural phobias with a sex-positive therapy practice, as well as a kind of sexual deprograming
that helps people see and accept that the desires they have—even if they don't align with
society's expectations—are actually natural, healthy, and part of having a great sex life. Sex
Outside the Lines addresses our diversity, challenges conventional psychiatric wisdom as
classifying perfectly normal behavior as disorders, and disregards conventional advice from
leading experts. It isn't advocating a "liberal" approach to modern concepts—it is seeking to
redefine them altogether.
"There's no book available on the vampire culture today with the range, depth, and diversity of
Belanger's Vampires in Their Own Words."—Katherine Ramsland, author of Piercing the
Darkness and The Science of Vampires "Belanger gives empathetic access to an emergent
new magical-religious community...An important sourcebook for both the scholar and inquiring
public."—J. Gordon Melton, Director, Institute for the Study of American Religion, and author of
The Vampire Book: The Encyclopedia of the Undead The Code of Silence Has Been Broken
For this anthology, vampire Michelle Belanger convinced nearly two dozen real-life vampires to
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break the code of silence that has kept their fascinating subculture shrouded in secrecy.
Sometimes provocative, sometimes surprisingly down-to-earth, these candid firsthand
accounts come from both psi vampires who feed on energy and sanguine vampires who drink
actual blood. Their true stories shed light on a variety of topics, including awakening to
vampirism, the compulsion to feed and feeding practices, donor ethics and etiquette, and
vampire traditions and codes of behavior.
In the current age of gender identity and transgender awareness, many questions are coming
to light for everyone. Whether brought about by media and cultural attention or personal
journeys, individuals who have never heard of transgender, transsexual, or gender variant
people can feel lost or confused. Information can be hard to find, and is often fragmented or
biased. Meanwhile, trans people are getting a chance to dialogue with each other and finally
be heard by the world at large. In Traversing Gender: Understanding Transgender Realities,
author Lee Harrington helps make the intimate discussions of gender available for everyone to
understand. Topics include: What the words "trans" "transgender" mean, differences (and
crossovers) between sex, gender, and orientation, the wide array and types of trans
experiences , social networking and emotional support systems for trans people, navigating
medical care, from the common cold to gender-specific procedures, what "transitioning" looks
like, from a variety of different approaches, how legal systems interplay with gender and trans
issues, extra challenges based on gender, race, class, age and disability, skills and information
on being a successful trans ally. Bringing these personal matters into the light of day, this
reader-friendly resource is written for students, professionals, friends, and family members, as
well as members of the transgender community itself.
One sadist. One submissive.One extraordinary love.WELCOME TO DARK HAVENAND MAY
ALL YOUR DARKEST WISHES COME TRUEFleeing false murder charges, Lindsey lands in
San Francisco. There she builds a satisfying life until, in the notorious Dark Haven BDSM club,
she encounters deVries. Moth, meet flame.A security specialist and occasional mercenary,
deVries needs an adorable submissive like a knife to the gut. Hell, she's not even a masochist.
But here she is, all big brown eyes and sweet body and sassy mouth. Loyal. Tough-minded.
Honest.Or maybe not, considering her ID is forged. If she thinks to lie to him, she'll learn better.
He's the Enforcer of Dark Haven-his discipline is absolute, his punishments harsh, and his
heart untouched...until now.
Now updated with groundbreaking research, this award-winning classic examines the
construction of sexual identity in biology, society, and history. Why do some people prefer
heterosexual love while others fancy the same sex? Is sexual identity biologically determined
or a product of convention? In this brilliant and provocative book, the acclaimed author of
Myths of Gender argues that even the most fundamental knowledge about sex is shaped by
the culture in which scientific knowledge is produced. Drawing on astonishing real-life cases
and a probing analysis of centuries of scientific research, Fausto-Sterling demonstrates how
scientists have historically politicized the body. In lively and impassioned prose, she breaks
down three key dualisms -- sex/gender, nature/nurture, and real/constructed -- and asserts that
individuals born as mixtures of male and female exist as one of five natural human variants
and, as such, should not be forced to compromise their differences to fit a flawed societal
definition of normality.
A shiny blade against smooth soft skin is terrifying, of course, but for many people also highly
erotic. Miranda Austin and Sam Atwood, knife play aficionados and sex educators, have
dissected the sexual appeal in this handy little guide to sexy, responsible, non-invasive knife
and sharps play. You'll learn about the cultural significance of knives as fetish objects, phallic
symbols and power icons, how to choose the best knife for your scene, and how to look scary,
but be safe. An essential guide for anyone wanting to explore this tantalising danger/pleasure.

The Enough to Make You Blush: Exploring Erotic Humiliation Workbook is a companion
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to the book with the same name, designed to help you dig deeper into your own
desires. Writing can be a great way to understand yourself. By putting your thoughts
down on paper, it's easier to self-reflect and examine insights more clearly. It can also
be used as a communication tool if you share your answers with your partner(s). Erotic
humiliation is a deeply personal experience; this workbook will help you have sexier,
safer, more informed adventures Inside you'll find: + More than 100 Stimulating
Questions+ Extensive Erotic Humiliation Activity List+ Negotiation Worksheet+ Titles &
Names Suggestions+ Verbal Humiliation Vocabulary+ Masturbation Schedule+ Orgasm
Request Form+ Space to write out fantasies+ Scene Planning+ Kinky Wishlist+ plus
more!
Whether you're a trembling novice or a jaded expert, there's always something new to
be discovered in the endlessly changing, complex and titillating world of kink. While
there are plenty of other books out there that explain how to give a spanking or tie a
half-hitch, Playing Well With Others is the first book that explains kink *culture* -- the
munches, parties, leather bars, conferences, workshops, fetish nights, exploratoriums
and all the other gatherings of kinksters that turn BDSM and leather from a bedroom
predilection to a lifestyle and a community. You'll learn to: • Examine your own
motivations, needs, wants and desires • Ease your way into established communities •
Understand etiquette in different adventurous sex communities • Familiarize yourself
with the many types of events available to you • Care for your relationships as you
explore new territory • Negotiate for play and aftercare • Go back to the “world at
large” without ruffling feathers • ...and, of course, answer the all-important question:
What do you wear?! The team of Harrington and Williams offers 30-plus years of
experience in diverse kink communities: top, bottom and switch; gay, bi and straight;
female, male and trans; white and POC. Both former titleholders and international
educators, they are an unbeatable pair of "sexual sherpas" with an inimitable voice and
a great deal of wisdom. Playing Well With Others is an unprecedented and essential
guidebook for anyone who wants to explore or understand the "community" aspect of
the kink lifestyle.
"The author provides step-by-step guidance on how to achieve Japanese rope bondage
on both genders and a variety of body types." -- Provided by publisher.
Take sexy to a whole new level with this kinky version of truth or dare. Featuring 50
sticks printed with a racy truth on one side and a dirty dare on the other, this game is
provocative but approachable, offering a fun and easy way to explore kink. Couples will
be confessing steamy secrets and exploring undiscovered desires in no time. Let the
naughty fun begin!
From sexual abuse and fetishism to necrophilia and sadomasochism, this unique
volume identifies fourteen classifications of unusual sexual pathologies. Emphasizing
the physical and psychological aspects of sexuality itself, the book presents detailed
comparisons of legal and medical definitions, historical aspects, current incidence, and
geographical prevalence of these offenses. It also explores the potential causes,
discussing etiological theories and reviewing psychopathology. Highlighting the crosscultural nature of the forensic aspects of human sexuality, the book examines various
case studies in the context of international legislation. It also covers minor aberrant
behavior such as coprolalia and troilism.
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